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Philips’ innovations at the 2016 European Congress of Radiology (ECR)
The Philips booth (#102) located in hall X4 will showcase the company’s ongoing commitment to radiology
to empower more efficient, connected healthcare solutions from diagnosis to treatment.
Philips’ integrated radiology software, solutions and services featured at ECR will spotlight key areas
focused on:
Continuing to Advance Diagnosis and Treatment of Cancer with IntelliSpace Portal 8.0
 The latest release of its advanced data sharing, analytics and visualization platform offers the
power to help clinicians diagnose patients and communicate across modalities, with one efficient,
automated, and guided workflow.
 Introduced at RSNA 2015, IntelliSpace Portal 8.0 offers a rich portfolio of applications to provide
streamlined workflow for follow-up and analysis of oncology patients, including multi‐modality
tumor tracking, characterization and assessment.
 IntelliSpace Portal 8.0 debuts a fast and quantified 3‐D rendering* and analysis of tumor imaging
for research into treatment response.
Supporting Customers’ Goals in First-Time-Right Imaging to Make MR More Accessible
 ScanWise Implant**: This MRI guided user interface and automatic scan parameter selection helps
simplify the scanning of patients with MR Conditional implants, streamlining exams and supporting
diagnostic confidence of this growing patient population.
 Ingenia 1.5T S: An addition to the Ingenia and dStream family, it is specifically designed for
medium-to-large scale hospitals that serve large patient volumes that need high performance MR
imaging and a superb patient experience.
 MR In-Bore Patient Experience: This Philips technology is designed to help patients relax and to
enhance their comfort through their clinical exam. The technology now includes feedback on exam
progress and the remaining time for patients to hold their breath during breath hold examinations.
 mDIXON XD: Delivers fast, improved sharpness***, fat-free MR imaging to help visualize
abnormalities that otherwise could be obscured by fat, increasing clinical information by providing
two contrasts in a single scan.
Enabling Personalized and Accurate Imaging
 IQon Spectral CT: The world’s first and only spectral-detector CT provides a comprehensive
spectral solution for every patient including on-demand spectral quantification and tools, and the
ability to characterize tissue structures with simple, low-dose workflows. Philips will demonstrate
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Spectral Magic Glass on PACS, an integrated feature to review and analyze spectral data
retrospectively on the PACS.
Providing Diagnostic Confidence in a Growing Field
 Philips Ultrasound Portfolio: Includes EPIQ, Affiniti, ClearVue 850 and CX50 ultrasound systems,
enabling more confidence in diagnosis and improved workflow efficiency, enhancing the patient
experience. Work in progress Lumify and available only in the US.
Helping Meet Everyday Clinical and Economic Challenges through High Image Quality
 The Philips Diagnostic X-Ray Suite includes a comprehensive imaging portfolio to help enhance
workflows and patient care, such as:
 SkyFlow: Grid-less workflow reduces the effect of scattered radiation for non-grid bedside chest
exams, by obtaining DR images with grid-like contrast improvement while avoiding the time and
effort of attaching and detaching a grid.
 CombiDiagnost R90: A remote controlled premium fluoroscopy system in combination with high‐
end digital radiography is designed to improve room utilization utilization in a cost effective
manner. This future product is a work in progress and will provide high quality images through a
fully digital workflow and dynamic UNIQUE image processing, in addition to excellent dose
management features, turning an underutilized fluoroscopy room into a high throughput
contributor.
 MobileDiagnost wDR, a future release with sliding column, and the MobileDiagnost M50, also a
future release, will be shown as works in progress.
Improving Women’s Mammography Experience through Improved Image Quality
 Philips MicroDose SI is designed to improve women’s experience by providing a less stressful
mammography examination, offering exceptional images at low radiation dose.
Integrated solutions at the Philips booth will also focus on advanced technologies helping to improve
outcomes in diagnosis and treatment. Imaging guided therapies continue to be a key strategic focus for
Philips, providing clinicians with the tools they need to improve diagnosis and treatment across the entire
patient journey. As such, Philips will showcase:
 Its tailored interventional X‐ray suites (NeuroSuite, OncoSuite, and Hybrid Suite) that leverage
AlluraClarity technology to provide excelling image quality and dose management advances.
 The latest innovations within the suites, including the EmboGuide and VesselNavigator, which
address the need for an enhanced 3D imaging solution to support interventional oncology and
vascular procedures.
Providing Enhanced Imaging to Balance Dose Exposure
 DoseWise Solutions: A radiation dose management solution that collects patient exposure data,
combined with DoseAware Xtend**** to monitor staff occupational exposure, producing tailored
reports, alerts and advanced analytics to balance radiation dose exposure.
Interactive digital demonstration
 Available for striking visual comparisons is Vereos Digital PET/CT, the world’s first and only digital
PET/CT, which provides approximately twice the volumetric resolution, sensitivity gain and
quantitative accuracy compared to analog systems*****.
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This material is not meant for distribution in the USA.
*For research use only
**Pending 510(k), not available for sale in the USA. Initial availability on 1.5T systems
***Fat-free TSE imaging with fat-shift correction for improved sharpness and increased SNR compared to a
standard non-fat-shift corrected fat-free TSE approach.
****DoseAware Xtend is not a legal dosimeter and does not replace a TLD or film badge
*****Philips GEMINI TF 16
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About Royal Philips
Royal Philips (NYSE: PHG, AEX: PHIA) is a diversified health and well-being company, focused on improving
people’s lives through meaningful innovation in the areas of Healthcare, Consumer Lifestyle and Lighting.
Headquartered in the Netherlands, Philips posted 2015 sales of EUR 24.2 billion and employs
approximately 104,000 employees with sales and services in more than 100 countries. The company is a
leader in cardiac care, acute care and home healthcare, energy efficient lighting solutions and new lighting
applications, as well as male shaving and grooming and oral healthcare. News from Philips is located at
www.philips.com/newscenter.

